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Connections and Creating New Relationships
As you move through life at this time, it is important to focus on the importance of
you. Let go of trying to bring you to the world, and allow your inner attraction to
attract and connect with those who are important and see your value. It is
important to connect with those who honor and value themselves as well. As you
move deeper within and honor and value you more deeply, it is important to
connect with available individuals who see their value as well and seeking to move
into partnership. It is time to see your value and see the powerfulness of this.
Many of you have held yourself in quietness and solitude because you have not
fully valued your powerfulness and greatness and what you bring to the world.
Many now are beginning to see this.
It is important now to see how available you are and then who is ready and
available to see you. If you become available, you will then be open to see those
who are available to you. Let go of your attachments to relationships outside of
you.
Once you move into the knowingness of your powerfulness, those who are
available will move towards you. Move into silence and the attraction of self will
become more apparent to you. There are those outside of you who are seeking
you.
As you move into the powerfulness, greatness and uniqueness of you, you will
begin to seek support for that. Pay attention to your connections to see who
supports you, and nurture those connections.
It is important to remain prudent at this time with your soul connections. Your soul
connections are most important and the foundation of relationships. See where you
can support another’s greatness, uniqueness and powerfulness and they yours.
Build this foundation.
Relationships will grow as each individual becomes ready for the relationship to
transpire. It then becomes the choice of each individual to create a relationship
that is mutual. It is then important to take a step back and allow the relationship to
transpire.

